THE CANADIAN NATIONAL VIMY MEMORIAL
Today, the Vimy Memorial does more than
countries. At the top are figures representing
mark the site of the Battle of Vimy Ridge. It
Peace and Justice, with Truth, Knowledge,
stands as a tribute to all who risked or gave
Gallantry and Sympathy below them. Around
their lives for the sake of freedom and peace
these figures are shields of Canada, Britain
in the First World War.
and France. A large cross adorns the outside
Designed by Canadian sculptor and architect
of the pylons. In the centre, at the base of the
the late Walter Seymour, the monument took
pylons, the Spirit of Sacrifice throws the torch
11 years and $1.5 million to build. It rests on
to his comrades.
a bed of 15,000 tonnes of concrete reinforced
On each side of the front walls beside the
with hundreds of tonnes of steel. Many live
steps leading down are the Defenders: two
bombs and shells were unearthed during
groupings known as the Breaking of the
the excavation. Today’s visitor will find the
Sword and Sympathy for the Helpless. Above
ground pock-marked with shell holes from the each grouping are cannon, silent now and
artillery bombardment before the taking of
draped in laurel and olive branches – symbols
the Ridge.
of Victory and Peace.
The towering pylons and 20 sculptured
Carved on the outside of the monument’s
figures contain almost
walls are the names
6,000 tonnes of
of 11,285 Canadians
extremely durable
who were killed in
“To the valour of their
limestone brought
France and whose
countrymen in the Great
to the site from
final resting place is
War and in memory of their
Yugoslavia. The figures
unknown. Some of
sixty thousand dead this
were actually carved
these are certainly
where they now stand
buried in the ground
monument is raised by the
from huge blocks of
surrounding the
people of Canada”
this stone.
monument. Standing
The cloaked figure,
on the monument’s
which stands at the east side of the monument wide stone terrace overlooking the broad field
overlooking the Douai Plain, was carved from
and rolling hills of France, one can see other
a single, 30-tonne block and is the largest
places where Canadian forces fought and
piece in the monument. This saddened figure
died. More than 7,000 are buried in 30 war
of a woman represents Canada – a young
cemeteries within a 16-kilometer radius of the
nation mourning her fallen sons. Below her is
Vimy Memorial.
a tomb, draped in laurel branches and bearing
The park surrounding the Memorial has
a helmet. Two other mourners – a man and a
been planted with Canadian trees and shrubs.
woman – recline on each side of the steps on
Trenches and tunnels have been restored
the west side of the monument.
and preserved and the visitor can picture the
The twin white pylons, one bearing maple
magnitude of the task that faced the Canadian
leaves of Canada, the other the fleur-de-lis
Corps on that distant dawn when history
of France, symbolize the sacrifices of both
was made.
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PLAYERS

BRUCE BREEN

AL CHARRON

I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Being part of the
1991 World Cup Team was a great experience
and huge honour. On a personal note, it had
its challenges. Not being selected for Fiji, then
suffering a hematoma in the first five minutes in
the Romania game, slowed me down considerably
and sealed my fate for further selection. On a
positive note, I had the best seat to watch the best
team Canada ever produced: Steve Gray’s effort
for Scott Stewart’s try vs. Fiji, Dan Jackart’s hit on
the French fly-half, Ron Vanden Brink’s impact
coming off the bench vs. France. Al out destroying,
Gord being Gord. Buck Shelford’s concern before
the N.Z. proved how far we’d come. We became
a close team after being together for years, and it
showed on the pitch. I miss game day, the contact,
and of course just being out there, but I miss just
sitting in the changing room afterwards having
beers the most. Congrats to players, coaches, and
trainers. I just wish Big Norm was here with us. My
birthday was after the France game. I told Norm,
don’t mention it, but of course he had me on stage
in front of hundreds of people singing Happy
Birthday! Ouch! Only saw Norm once or twice a
year after rugby, but never a handshake, always a
big hug! Summed up our team and showed how
much we cared for each other. All the best, Bruce.

I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: I was always a proud
Canadian patriot but 1991 really encapsulated my true
Maple Leaf pride. The visit to Vimy Ridge by our national
team, in the lead-up to our match with the All Blacks, was
enlightening and memorable. We felt humbled, grateful,
amazed, honoured, saddened but very much inspired by
the visit. We then took that passion and pride previously
shown in pool matches and multiplied it by two into our
match against the reigning 1987 RWC champs, New
Zealand. A country that lived and breathed rugby like we
do hockey; a country whose provincial sides were a year or
two removed from beating us by 40 or 50 points. We went
toe to toe, ruck for ruck with them, battled hard, and gave
them a bloody good match. Alas we did not win, though
we did outscore them 11-10 in the second half. If ever
you can take some sort of pride from a loss, this felt like it
and I broke a few ribs to boot just let me know I was not
dreaming but I was indeed just in a match against a nation
that I hold in the highest esteem for their rugby culture,
acumen and history. On a side note many memorable
moments and quotes stemmed from that RWC but these
three forever resonate in my head and always bring a smile
upon recollection and reflection. To be fair you really have
to know the context to find the humour but (1) Dan Jackart
as he climbs on the bus late “Sorry guys, sorry”: (2) Gord
MacKinnon and Norm Hadley, “Normie I think our bus
driver has been drinking,” “I think you’re right Gordie,” (3)
Gord (again), “Gateau Maintenant!”

NICKNAMES: Breeno, Breener
DATE OF BIRTH: October 13, 1961
CITY WHERE BORN: Lethbridge
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Driver/foreman
PRESENT OCCUPATION: Operations Manager
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Flanker
1991 CLUB: Meralomas
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 2 (1987), (1991)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 10 (1986-1993)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Burnaby
FAMILY: Jennifer Byrne
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NICKNAMES: The Blade, Lock Charron, My
Charrona, Alain,
DATE OF BIRTH: July 27, 1966
CITY WHERE BORN: Ottawa
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Federal civil servant at the
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Rugby Canada Senior
Manager/Fund-Raising/Alumni Relations/Goodwill
Ambassador
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Flanker, second row
1991 CLUB: Ottawa Irish
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 12 (1991, 3), (1995, 3),
(1999, 3), (2003, 3)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 76 (1990-2003)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Ottawa
FAMILY: Annette; Rylan (13)

GARY DUKELOW

GLENN ENNIS

I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: The mixed emotions
of not being a starter, but recognizing that my role
on and off the field, as the oldest member of the
team, was to support in any way that I could. On
reflection, this experience was incredibly valuable
for me as a person, and as a coach, as I have had to
select Canadian players to sit on the bench or wear
a suit. It was a huge honour for me to be a member
of this squad and to experience a World Cup with
a group of men that truly believed we could be the
best in the world.

I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Lots of great
memories on and off the field, to be sure. I think
walking into the lobbies of our hotels and being
mobbed by a cheering contingent of family and
friends was pretty special. We were isolated in outof-the-way hotels for so much of the tournament,
we didn’t receive much in the way of accolades.
That was what made us realize how special our
performance was.

NICKNAME: Duke
DATE OF BIRTH: September 15, 1956
CITY WHERE BORN: Terrace,
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Teacher
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Teacher
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Loose head prop
1991 CLUB: Cowichan.
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 0
CAREER TEST CAPS: 14 (1980-1991)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Cowichan Bay
FAMILY: Kathy;, Alisha (27), Janine (24)

DATE OF BIRTH: May 19, 1964
CITY WHERE BORN: Vancouver
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Financial planner
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Stuntman/actor
1991 PLAYING POSITION: 8th man
1991 CLUB: Kats
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 10 (1987, 3); (1991, 4),
(1995, 3)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 32 (1986-1998)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Vancouver
FAMILY: Lynn Colliar; Teagan (6)

1991 Rugby World Cup - A deserved lap of honour in Lille.
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EDDIE EVANS

NICKNAMES: The Edge, Ookie
DATE OF BIRTH: September 15 1965
CITY WHERE BORN: Terrace
OCCUPATION IN 1991: ICBC
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Founder/CEO X-treme
Rugby Wear
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Prop
1991 CLUB: UBC Old Boys.
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 9 (1987, 2), (1991, 4),
(1995, 3)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 50 (1986-1998)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Bangkok, Thailand
FAMILY: Single and available to mingle
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Too many amazing
memories to really pinpoint specifics but basically
playing with this amazing group of guys, that I
considered my closest friends and family, made
everything that much more special. We took team
bonding to a level difficult for most to comprehend.
We were a group of athletes renowned for our
hard work and a no-nonsense approach to the
game. We played for each other; to us that was
our most important motivation - respect from our
peers. Truly this was a remarkable period in my life,
full of amazing memories and life-long bonds. I
feel blessed to have played a part in the success
of this great team and in a legendary era of B.C.
and Canadian Rugby. I also would pay tribute and
thanks to those that paved the way for our ’91
World Cup team successes. We were the result of
a lot of hard work and development from previous
players and coaches, that prepared us for that
World Cup and played a massive role in shaping
how we played. Huddy Huddy..…Ookie/Edgie.

JOHN GRAF

NICKNAME: Skin
DATE OF BIRTH: December 3, 1968
CITY WHERE BORN: Vancouver
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Coffee roaster
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Health and safety
manager, CDC Construction
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Scrum-half
1991 CLUB: UBC Old Boys
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 6 (1991, 1), (1995, 3),
(1999, 2)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 54 (1989-1999)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Vancouver
FAMILY: Anna Johnston; Jackson (16), Charlie (13),
Skarlet (4), Angus (11 months)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: The Whetton
brothers of New Zealand refusing to sign any
autographs at the post-match reception. where
they were only serving the un-delicious, warm,
licorice-flavoured pastis. They were both there with
their arms crossed shaking their heads. (Kiwi accent
– “I’m not signing anything ‘til I get a beer!)”

Norm Hadley - A second row giant.
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STEPHEN (STEVE)
GRAY

NICKNAME: Hydes
DATE OF BIRTH: July 19, 1963
CITY WHERE BORN: Ottawa
OCCUPATION IN 1991: BC Hydro rep.
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Detective, West
Vancouver Police Department
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Wing
1991 CLUB: Kats
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 7 (1987, 1), (1991, 3),
(1995, 3)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 47 (1984-1997)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Port Moody
FAMILY: Michelle; Alycia (20), Lauren (18)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: The 1991 team visit
to Vimy Ridge was a life-changing moment for me.
Having read Pierre Berton’s “Vimy”, it helped me
picture what our young Canadian troops endured
and ultimately accomplished. The timing of the
visit was perfect in terms of preparation for our
upcoming quarter-final against the All Blacks. The
inspiration provided by the examples set decades
prior by Canadians fighting on foreign ground
helped me to not only imagine but to believe that
we controlled our own destiny and that we could
achieve the unthinkable by beating New Zealand.
From the time of the visit right up until the final
whistle, I believed we were going to stun the
world. The cold Lille rain falling throughout match
provided the perfect backdrop for what I envisioned
as a fantastic tribute to every Canadian that fought
for Vimy Ridge. My teammates are my brothers
and although it wasn’t meant to be, the boys never
dropped their heads or took a step backwards. This
I will never forget.

NORM HADLEY

NICKNAMES: Big Norm, Stormin’ Norman
DATE OF BIRTH: December 2, 1964
CITY WHERE BORN: Winnipeg
DIED: Tokyo, Japan, March 26, 2016
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Marketing executive
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Second row
1991 CLUB: UBC Old Boys
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 4 (1991)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 15 (1987-1994)
FAMILY: Daughter, Madison
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Glenn Ennis,
good friend and teammate, offered this on Norm’s
behalf: “Against Fiji, when everything was on the
line, I punched a guy and gave up a penalty. ‘I’m
sorry chaps, he grabbed me by the balls.’ I had
never apologized for punching someone. I never
did again. I remember our first victory. I remember
the sheer joy of a manic bus ride in a police escort.
I remember a solemn bus ride after laying a wreath
at Vimy Ridge. I remember being the largest man
in the 1991 World Cup. I was held aloft by the
giants around me. My teammates. My brothers.
I remember the rain hitting me in the face as I
sang O Canada in Lille. Pride surging through me.
Wearing a black arm-band with my brothers in
memory of a fallen Canadian. Taken too soon. We
stood together. We don’t forget our lost teammates.
We remember.”
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DANNY JACKART

NICKNAMES: Wrench, Bench, Stench, French,
Clench, Mensch
DATE OF BIRTH: May 4, 1960
CITY WHERE BORN: Natal
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Vancouver fire fighter
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Retired
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Tight head prop
1991 CLUB: UBC Old Boys
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 3 (1991)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 22 (1991-1995)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Vancouver
FAMILY: Trudy; Laine Robert (22), Ian Charles (20)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Sitting in a bar in
Toulouse with my friend Vic Therrien (drinking
coffee) and watching a group of six large
transvestite prostitutes ply their trade.

Canada vs New Zealand - Eddie Evans in possession.
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JEFF KNAUER

DATE OF BIRTH: April 28, 1964
NICKNAME: Knauie
OCCUPATION, 1991 & PRESENT: Sales Manager,
property management (Business Owner)
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Second row
1991 CLUB: Meralomas
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 0
CAREER TEST CAPS: 5 (1992-1993)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Ladner
FAMILY: Jane; Ben (17), Meghan (14)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Although my boots
didn’t see the field in 1991, I played at the national
level with many of the squad selected, a tight knit
group of players/brothers who were put through
the wringer in the years leading up to the World
Cup. Rugby Canada “Tours of Shame”, trips to New
Zealand and B.C. tours to the U.K., brought us
together and hardened us up to be able to compete
competitively at the international level. After
beating Fiji and Romania, I remember the turning
point, at one practice (before meeting the All Blacks
in the quarter-finals) when all team members,
some tired/beat-up, some upset about not being
selected, all came together, determined we could
show the rest of the world that we could compete
with the best rugby playing nations at the time.

JOHN LECKY

NICKNAMES: J.J. – until my first appearance with
Canada on the 1982 Japan tour. The tour program
produced in Japan omitted the “Y” on my last
name. For the rest of my career I was often referred
to as JLeck.
DATE OF BIRTH: Feb 15, 1960
CITY WHERE BORN: Winnipeg
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Professional sales with
Finning Ltd.
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Partner with Avison
Young Commercial Real Estate
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Inside centre
1991 CLUB: Meralomas
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 4 (1987, 2), (1991, 2)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 18 (1982-1991)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: West Vancouver
FAMILY: Frog; Taylor (25), Owen (23), Tess (21)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Several poor training
sessions upon landing in England prior to relocating to
France to play our World Cup matches. Finally, a very pussy
training session caused Birt to call the team together.
Never one to raise his voice, instead steam emanated
from his ears – verbal conflict ensued – finally one player,
Jeff Knauer took ownership of the conversation – with
a strong, passionate, selfless “come to Jesus” lecture,
forcing everyone to re-examine their effort on and off the
field and the re-calibration of egos. We left that training
pitch as one. Our training sessions and focus improved
dramatically. To me the end of that training session was
pivotal in us as a group, maximizing cohesiveness and
collective commitment heading into our World Cup
matches. Starting against and beating Romania. Sitting in
the dressing room after with “the chaps”. Hydrating, fully
aware this would be my last tour with Canada, realizing we
were headed to the quarter-finals….and in a rare instance,
savouring the moment. Visiting Vimy Ridge with my team
mates – how deeply moving the experience was – realizing
first hand how highly regarded Canadians were in the
region and how proud I was to be a Canadian.

DAVE LOUGHEED

NICKNAME: Log
DATE OF BIRTH: April 11, 1968
CITY WHERE BORN: Toronto
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Professional student
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Private wealth manager,
Lougheed Wealth Management
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Wing/full-back
1991 CLUB: Toronto Welsh
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 7 (1991, 0), (1995, 3),
(1999, 2), (2003, 2)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 35 (1990-2003)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Calgary
FAMILY: Dana; Taylor (14), Tatum (12)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: I remember getting
a lift to the airport when we were departing in
the back of a pick-up…we travelled in style!.... I
remember the kick-off banquet where we re-corked
the bottles of souvenir World Cup wine. As a side
note: When I was selected to my fourth World Cup
we uncorked one of the reds. It aged just fine!....I
remember Gary Dukelow’s rendition of “A Pirate
Looks at 40” by Jimmy Buffet on our final nightlegendary…. I remember getting a drive home by
the local gendarmes after the Fiji match and trading
a Canada tie for one of their police caps, which I
still have to this day. It is covered in collectors’ pins
from the 1991 World Cup…. I remember Stool
taking a run at Christian Stewart in training after
Birt telling us: “We want you to make these guys
work”. That kicked off one of the toughest training
sessions ever; same session I remember getting in
a fight with Dan Jackart. The stakes were high. And I
don’t remember a lot past midnight on most of the
game days!
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GORD MACKINNON

NICKNAME: Iceman
DATE OF BIRTH: August 27, 1958
CITY WHERE BORN: Glasgow
OCCUPATION, 1991: Firefighter
PRESENT OCCUPATION: Retired
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Flanker
1991 CLUB: Ex-Britannia Lions,
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 6 (1991, 4), (1995, 2)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 28 (1985-1995); World XV v
New Zealand (1992, 2)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Nanoose Bay
FAMILY: Karen; Lauren (26), Tanner (24)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: The foundation for
the 1991 RWC team was laid in the late 1980s with
our inclusion in the CANZ Series. Very hard and
physical rugby where success on the field was rare,
but our game improved, bonds were formed and
a team was built. We were very confident going
into the tournament. Besides the successes we had
on the field my fondest memories were practice
at Windsor, in London; the tarmac talk; our visit
to Vimy Ridge; Duke singing Jimmy Buffet, better
than Jimmy. And just hanging out with the chaps!
RWC ’91 was one of the greatest experiences of my
life. Thank you for all being a part of it.
Cheers, Gord.

PAT PALMER

DATE OF BIRTH: November 6, 1962
CITY WHERE BORN: Vancouver
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Teacher, St. George’s School
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Teacher, St. George’s
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Wing
1991 CLUB: UBC Old Boys
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 6 (1987, 3), (1991, 3)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 18 (1983-1992)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Vancouver
FAMILY: Roma; Taylor (19), Connor (16), Evan (12)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Breaking my ankle
in August, having two pins inserted and only being
cleared to play a few days before departure. I have
vivid memories of Norm, Gord and Dan standing
up in the bus singing ‘Cheeseburger in Paradise’
as McDonald’s signs appeared on the roadways.
I remember the wild bus ride back to our hotel
with a police escort from the stadium in Toulouse,
having just secured our place in the quarter-finals.
The bus didn’t stop for any lights and we weaved in
and out of traffic at about 80 km/h.

Lille Hotel - A step up from original ‘lousy motel.’
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ROY RADU

GARETH REES

I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: I have many fond
memories, on and off the field, with teammates
from both the 1987 and 1991 Rugby World Cup
squads. Rugby highlights include our opening
game victory over Tonga – in the inaugural event in
1987 – and a narrow loss to France, in their home
stadium, with a raucous capacity crowd in 1991. I
am thankful to have had the opportunity to be a
part of such special teams.

I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Having beaten
Fiji, deciding not to go out for drinks, went to hotel
lobby for orange juice assuming (knowing our love
of the post-game beers!) I would be alone and I
found more than a handful of guys of like mind.
Message clear, the job was not done yet. Also Friday
team run before France when selection had been
made, thinking it would be a casual walk through
and the subs started nailing us with bop bags! From
Christian - who was probably wearing running shoes:
“Birt, This is bullshit. They are trying to hurt us!” Very
good preparation for playing that French side!

DATE OF BIRTH: September 11, 1963
CITY WHERE BORN: Burnaby
OCCUPATION IN 1991: High school teacher
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Semi-retired
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Flanker
1991 CLUB: James Bay
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 2 (1987, 2), (1991, 0)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 12 (1985-1991)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Victoria
FAMILY: Kathleen; Morgan (23), Mitchell (22),
Lauren (18)

DATE OF BIRTH: June 30, 1967
NICKNAME: Girth
OCCUPATION, 1991: Grad student
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Director Commercial and
Program Relations, Rugby Canada
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Fly-half
1991 CLUB: Castaway Wanderers
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 13 (1987, 3), (1991, 4),
(1995, 3), (1999,3)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 55 (1986-1999)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Victoria
FAMILY: Denise; Lleyton (7), Guy (6)

Canada vs New Zealand - from left: Dave Speirs, Al Charron, Gord MacKinnon, Christian Stewart.
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JOHN ROBERTSEN

NICKNAME: JR
DATE OF BIRTH: June 28, 1958
CITY WHERE BORN: East London, South Africa
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Rugby player
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Retired
1991 PLAYING POSITION: No. 8, second row
1991 CLUB: UBC Old Boyss
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 2 (1991)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 12 (1985-1991)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Tsawwassen
FAMILY: Wendy; Jayde (18)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: There was absolute
conviction that this team would do well, especially
after that group of sport psychologists’ wackos
said we would fail. There were so many things
that happened along the way and when it was all
over and the final night together at the hotel in
Lille, thinking this was a special time in my life,
and how sad I was that it was done. You become
kindred spirits whether it was due to all that time
spent practicing and training, playing, or driving
with Birtwell to Bowser, or Chricky getting cut in the
bar sliding down the bar top, or Tommy biting the
pimple off the tip of my nose, or having a coffee
the morning with a few of the guys before the
matches…and in the end crying with Wrench in the
elevator. It all worked and in the end, it all aligned.
I miss my roomie Norm, one of the smartest guys
I have known. We had lots of laughs in our down
time. I will always remember him spinning Skin on
the dance floor. Shit we had some good laughs and
good times as a team.
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DAVID SPEIRS

NICKNAME: Dave Speirs – captain of the sideout
DATE OF BIRTH: June 14, 1961
CITY WHERE BORN: Toronto
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Teacher, Collingwood School
OCUPATION AT PRESENT: Athletic Director,
Collingwood School
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Hooker
1991 CLUB: Meralomas
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 2 (1991)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 5 (1986-1991)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: North Vancouver
FAMILY: Karen; Ally (24), Bailey (21)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: After spending two
years rehabbing both my knees from ACL surgery, I
was just thrilled to be called into the squad in midSeptember. I still have the pink Please Return The
Call slip that had the message from Birt that I was
going to the World Cup. I grabbed it on my way to
a school rugby practice and almost exploded with
joy. The thing I remember the most about the team
was our quiet confidence that we would come out
of our pool. While most rugby pundits had chosen
Fiji or Romania to be ahead of us, we knew that
we would beat both those teams. Our team had so
much depth in every position. It was incredible. If
you weren’t chosen for a game, you were mad, but
you knew the guy in front of you was an amazing
player. To play in the quarter-final against New
Zealand is an experience I will never forget. I will
forever be proud of the performance of the team
that day, especially how our pack dominated them
at times. I feel blessed that I was part of such a
great team that accomplished so much.

CHRISTIAN
STEWART

NICKNAMES: Philemon/Christine
DATE OF BIRTH: October 17, 1965
CITY WHERE BORN: Toronto
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Screen printing
OCUPATION AT PRESENT: Property developer in
Cape Town, South Africa
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Centre
1991 CLUB: Meralomas
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 7 (1991, 4), (1995, 3)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 14 Canada (1991-1995), 3
South Africa (1998)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Cape Town
FAMILY: (Quirine (ex); Justin (20), Nieka (13),
Tye (12)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: I remember rain. I
remember the debilitating nerves. A quarter-final…the
All Blacks. Our greatest moment. I remember the added
pressure as a Canadian having grown up in South Africa.
This was a tight group who had accepted me…finer men
than I perhaps whose place I had taken. I owed it to them.
I remember my late Dad in the hotel before the game …
there was little to say. A time that every son dreamed of. I
remember big Norm Hadley…we always will. I remember
the pace and confidence of Craig Innes the brilliant All
Black 12 and the tempo he played at. I remember taking
my first contact and the physicality of an All Black pack that
seemed to hit me all at once. I was upended and landed
awkwardly…the injury that would eventually end my
career in 1998 born in that moment. It was a tough day for
a centre or a wing. Gareth forced to play tactically with the
scraps of possession.. it seemed impossible. They scored
once, twice - the brilliant Zinzan….and again - Timu. Keep
the head up. And then it began.. the second half came and
the mighty Canadian pack begun to turn a relentless black
tide…was this really happening?… were we out-muscling
the All Black pack? Points came .. surely we witnessed what
must be one of the finest Canadian forward displays of
them all. We had lost the battle but in our hearts we knew
we had won our war. Thank you all.

SCOTT STEWART

NICKNAME: Stool
DATE OF BIRTH: January 16, 1969
CITY WHERE BORN: Vancouver
OCCUPATION IN 1991: UBC student
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Head Rugby Coach,
UCLA
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Full-back, wing
1991 CLUB: UBC
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 9 (1991, 3), (1995, 3),
(1999, 3)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 64 (1989-2001)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Venice, CA
FAMILY: Bachelor, no kids
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: It was such a
privilege to be a part of this team of players and
staff that worked so hard, were so competitive
and would not stand down to anyone. One of our
greatest pre-game breakdowns was Birt comparing
heights and weights of Canada vs Fiji, by position.
When it got to Rees vs Serevi not only did we have
a five inch height advantage, we also had a 94lb.
weight advantage... how could we be defeated?
Personally the ‘91 experience is one that continues
to stay with me today and I refer back to it often
when working with my current program. My
biggest takeaway, though, has been the friendships
that were created from being a part of such an
amazing group as this.
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KARL SVOBODA

NICKNAME: Shleh
DATE OF BIRTH: March 23, 1962
CITY WHERE BORN: Belleville
OCCUPATION IN 1991: High school phys. ed.
teacher
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: High school business
teacher
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Hooker
1991 CLUB: Ajax Wanderers
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 4 (1987, 1), (1991, 2),
(1995, 1)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 24 (1985-1995)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Belleville
FAMILY: Kendra; Daniel (16)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: The things I
remember the most from my time with the 1991
Canadian team are: confidence and awareness of
how good we were as a team; how good our team
chemistry was – and this includes starters, reserves,
coaches, physios, support staff, and yes, even the
Hound; how we felt we could compete with and
beat anyone in the world; the camaraderie and
friendships formed (miss you Norm!) and pride in
representing our country successfully at the highest
level of international rugby. I only hope the
present Canadian team and national rugby system
can aspire to and attain similar results in the future.
It was not easy, everyone expected a lot out of one
another, everyone pulled their weight or they didn’t
last. - but in the end it was all worth it. A memorable
team and era in Canadian rugby history, and I was
honoured to be a part of it.

PAUL SZABO

NICKNAME: Boat
DATE OF BIRTH: September 12, 1962
CITY WHERE BORN: New Westminster
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Warehouseman
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Project manager/
estimator
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Prop
1991 CLUB: Pocomo
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 1 (1991)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 9 (1989-1993)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Surrey
FAMILY: Alison: Maria (23), Patrick (21),
Brendan(18)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: For me, it was the
whole six weeks we were there for the World Cup.
How the fans embraced us from Windsor, England
to Lille, France and the quarter-final match. How
hard we as a group wanted to be better every
game. Finally, the last night together in the hotel.
Couldn’t ask for much more, other than beating the
All Blacks, I guess.

Opening Banquet Souvenir
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CHRIS TYNAN

Nickname: Chricky
DATE OF BIRTH: July 11, 1966
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Student
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: N.A. Transportation
Manager (NRT Distribution Inc.)
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Scrum-half
1991 CLUB: Meralomas
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 3 (1991)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 20 (1987-1998)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Kamloops
FAMILY: Tanya
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: I can distinctly
remember our practice a couple of days before the
France game. Quite a few of the French reporters
were watching and, as it was just before the starting
team was named. there was a bit of physical
contact/tension and some scuffles on the pitch. The
French journalists thought we were nuts, fighting
among ourselves. It just showed Canadian intensity
and how much everyone wanted to be on the field
to represent our country.

RON VANDEN
BRINK

NICKNAMES: A derogatory reference to being
Dutch. Can’t recall. I guess I just blocked it out.
DATE OF BIRTH: September 30, 1962
CITY WHERE BORN: Maple Ridge
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Industrial sales
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Manager building
products company, E. Canada
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Second Row
1991 CLUB: Kats
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 4 (1987, 1), (1991, 3)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 8 (1986-1991)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Burlington
FAMILY: Joanne; Madeline (25), Adam (23) & Alana
(22).
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Without question,
the best sports experience of my life that I was
able to share with a phenomenal group of players,
coaches, managers and support staff. Two funny
things that I remember. The first: Tom Woods,
missing the team bus, and then having the local
police force put him in a squad car with lights a
flashing to catch up with us. The walk of shame
down the centre isle of the bus was absolutely
priceless. The other was an experience of my
own. Post the All Black game, we are now at the
function. A girl walks up to me and asks me if I was
#4 playing for Canada that day. I confirmed that I
was the guy. She looks at me and says: “You know
something, you are much better looking on TV than
you are in person”. She turns around and walks
away. WTF!
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TOM WOODS

NICKNAME: Timmy
DATE OF BIRTH: October 29, 1962
CITY WHERE BORN: Esquimalt
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Police Officer
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Real Estate
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Centre
1991 CLUB: James Bay, Victoria
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 5 (1987,3) , (1991, 2)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 19 (1984-1997)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Esquimalt
FAMILY: Heidi; Olivia and Delaney (14, twins), Eliza
(11 )
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Missing the bus
after the great win against Fiji in Bayonne but not
worrying too much as I was thinking solely of the
team. I had unselfishly given up my bed so my
roommate Eddie Evans could have a romantic
evening with his girlfriend and, unfortunately, the
team was in Chester Mode and left me behind
after only waiting two, maybe three minutes. I was
busy settling some outstanding room bills from
the other irresponsible chaps and paid the price
for my generosity. An understanding Gendarme
in the hotel lobby was nice enough to pile me and
my stuff into his marked police vehicle and we
caught the bus – lights and sirens flashing - in no
time at all. All part of an ongoing character test that
made us who we were and I believe my altruistic
behaviour made us stronger as a group, in some
small way contributing to our on-field success.
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MARK WYATT

NICKNAMES: Mo, Shmo
DATE OF BIRTH: April 12, 1961
CITY WHERE BORN: Bermuda
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Teacher
PRESENT OCCUPATION: Businessman
1991 PLAYING POSITION: Full-back & Captain
1991 CLUB: Velox Valhallians
RUGBY WORLD CUP CAPS: 6 (1987, 3), (1991, 3)
CAREER TEST CAPS: 29 (1982-1991)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Victoria
FAMILY: Claire; Kane (25), Elise (23)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: While memories are
vast, I don’t think one can rule out events leading
to the World Cup during qualification – beating the
Pumas in Buenos Aires was a massive undertaking,
an accomplishment that many top nations never
achieve. It was the first and probably last time
we were, from the opposing team’s spectators,
assailed by coins, batteries, fruit, and small aerosol
cans as we regrouped under the posts. Other
very notable memories: Spiers’ tidy hands to free
Stevie to bounce the Fijian before off-loading to
Scotty to score, Chricky doing the Canadian thing
that typified that squad by chasing after a shocked
and retreating French prop Ondarts – epic - and of
course the excursion to Vimy.

OFFICIALS

MIKE LUKE

IAN BIRTWELL

I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Canada defeating
Argentina, Japan and Scotland in the run-up to
RWC 1991, knowing that this was a very special
group of players, led so well by the captain, Mark
Wyatt, and coach Ian Birtwell. I remember the
surprise that we were able to defeat Fiji in the first
pool match in Bayonne, the bigger surprise when
we made changes to the team and still went on to
defeat Romania in Toulouse, before heading to the
heart of French rugby, in Agen, and a narrow defeat
against France. I remember the forwards’ immense
efforts in that game, Gord MacKinnon’s tackle on
Camberabero and Chris Tynan’s clash with the
French prop Ondarts. After that the logistics went
sour: there was an enforced wait in Agen because
nobody had planned for us to go to the quarterfinals, a long and tiring trip to Lille and a lousy
motel on the highway, while the All Blacks rested
in their upscale hotel. I remember challenging
the RWC tournament director to get it right by
moving our players into an appropriate hotel in
the city – which he did – and then our stirring visit
to the site of the Canadian war cemetery at Vimy
Ridge, which set us up for the thrilling quarter-final
match against the All Blacks in the wind and rain of
northeastern France. The rest is history and belongs
entirely to the players in this great Canadian squad.

I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Great team
performances, total commitment, self-belief, and
camaraderie throughout the World Cup event and
the build-up. A squad that could not be intimidated
by even the nastiest of the French players whose
brutal, unprovoked and injurious actions against
our teammates did not receive appropriate
punishment from the match official. The surreal,
high-speed, police-escorted non-stop ride in our
packed bus through busy streets and intersections
after another win – just like being in a video
game - everyone was very happy, and what a great
reception by noisy and excited fans and reporters
upon arrival at the hotel - awesome! The emotional
trip to Vimy Ridge that allowed us to understand
the hardships encountered there and reflect on
the Canadians’ and allies’ victory in the fight to
preserve freedom against potential dictatorial
oppression. Thanks to all for indelible memories
based on hard work, which resulted in great
success, lots of fun, excitement and happiness – an
uphill roller coaster journey into uncharted rugby
territory and justifiable global recognition.

NICKNAMES: The players probably had a more-or-less
derogatory name for me but I never really knew!
DATE OF BIRTH: October 10, 1946
CITY WHERE BORN: Penzance, Cornwall, U.K.
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Professor
OCUPATION AT PRESENT: Regional Training
Manager, World Rugby
1991 POSITION: Manager and Assistant Coach
CAREER TEST CAPS: 16 (1974-1982)
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Boston, Massachusetts,
FAMILY: Jami; Michael (35), Peter (33), Jenna (32)

NICKNAME: Birt
DATE OF BIRTH: May 23, 1944
CITY WHERE BORN: Manchester
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Research scientist
OCUPATION AT PRESENT: Consultant biologist
1991 POSITION: Coach
1991 CLUB: Meralomas
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Bowser
FAMILY: Elisabeth; Alistair (Catherine); Cameron
(Michelle); grandchildren, Kailey (3), Charlie (1),
and anew baby.
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ROD HOLLOWAY

NICKNAME: Sanchez
DATE OF BIRTH: Oct 21, 1946
CITY WHERE BORN: Vancouver
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Lawyer
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Lawyer
1991 POSITION: Scrum-half but Assistant Coach
of ’91 team
1991 CLUB: UBC
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Vancouver
FAMILY: Gail; Daniel (34)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: A Mike Luke inspired
incident is the one I remember best. In Lille we had
been put into the lowly Mercure Hotel, miles outside
the city centre, while the Kiwis were in a five star
downtown. Mike had protested, and the local liaison
people had showed him some alternatives that just
didn’t cut it. One day, around noon, Mike grabbed me
and asked if I could go with the committee to look at a
new place they’d found. Mike seemed pretty wound up
and said if I went it would likely prevent him blowing
up at them if the place, as he expected, wasn’t up to
snuff. I told Mike I’d go, and that with my limited skills
in French, there wasn’t much chance of my insulting
anyone. If the place looked good I’d tell him. So the
liaison guys took me with them downtown. They
seemed very nervous, not at all the type of haughty,
condescending people I’d expected….just old local
rugby guys. One of them spoke a little English and said
he thought the hotel we were going to had been used
to house politicians attending some European summit
conference. I was pretty skeptical, but when we got
there and they took me through the place….the one
with the huge atrium enclosing the beautiful courtyard
and piano bar/restaurant…I thought to myself, “This
is sure a step up from the Mercure”. I remember the
group asking me if it was, “a mon gout” (to my taste).
Well, it was better than any place I’d ever stayed in, so
I said yes, and so told Mike when we got back to the
Mercure and Mike said, “What the heck, let’s go there.
Get the guys to pack up and get on the bus.” Everyone
seemed pretty happy with the change once we
got settled.
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MICHAEL BASSETT

NICKNAME: Hound
DATE OF BIRTH: April 4, 1940
CITY WHERE BORN: Victoria
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Medical doctor
OCUPATION AT PRESENT: Retired
1991 POSITION: Physician
1991 CLUB: James Bay
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Victoria
FAMILY: Alice Kubek; Deb (49), Kevin (47),
Susan (45)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: I seem to
remember treating more ‘medical problems’ off
the field than on the pitch. Players were given
a special ‘medical survival pack’ on the plane to
Europe but most lasted less than one week. A
very special management team that worked well
together. Players were courteous, understanding
and receptive to treatment during
the tour.

BILL TRELOAR

DATE OF BIRTH: July 10, 1953
CITY WHERE BORN: Vancouver
OCCUPATION IN 1991: Physiotherapist
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Physiotherapist
1991 CLUB: Meralomas,
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Vancouver
FAMILY: Debra; Erin (34), Sara (32), Kate (29);
grandchildren, James (2), Brooklyn (nine months)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Visiting Vimy as
representatives of Canada before the quarter-final
was incredibly moving. The massive memorial,
overlooking the countryside below, was awe
inspiring and very motivational, even for the
physio.

PETER MCMULLAN

DATE OF BIRTH: 19 July, 1935
CITY WHERE BORN: Belfast
OCCUPATION IN 1991: BC Hydro corporate
communications manager
OCCUPATION AT PRESENT: Retired, author of two
fishing books
1991 POSITION: Hon. Media Manager, Canadian
Rugby Union
PRESENT HOME TOWN: Nanaimo.
FAMILY: Daphne; Richard (53), Conor (50);
grandchildren, Sarah (23), Finn (14), Jack (12)
I REMEMBER, I REMEMBER: Above all else it has
to be the reaction of the British press to Canada’s
progress through the tournament. Just one
example of many: “Canada left their impressive
prints all over the country with performances of
great conviction, superb technique and huge heart.
They showed themselves to be the best ruckers
and maulers in the tournament, bar none.” (Rugby
World and Post). And, of course, the inclusion of the
three Canadian forwards, Dan Jackart, Norm Hadley
and Gord Mac Kinnon, in a leading rugby writer’s
(Stephen Jones, Sunday Times, London) World XV
at the conclusion of the event. High praise indeed
and so well deserved.

Vancouver Airport Departure - Christian Stewart & Karl Svoboda.
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MATCH REPORTS
CANADA 13 FIJI 3 | POOL 4: ROUND 1
Bayonne, October 5: This really was the
big one, the game that Canada had to win
to entertain any continuing hopes of going
through to the last eight. Defeat and it would
have been uphill all the way against Romania
and then France with, at that point, little hope
of achieving parity or better against the French
on their own ground and in front of their own
crowd.
The Canadian team, announced mid-week
before full-back and captain Mark Wyatt
declared himself unfit as a result of a slight groin
strain suffered in training, was along expected
lines. There were no new caps, number eight
Glenn Ennis assumed the captaincy and John
Robertsen was at lock for his first international
game in more than two years. He was one of
four forwards from UBCOB while Meralomas
provided three of the backs including both
centres.
The blend, resulting from what coach Ian
Birtwell described as “some very difficult
decisions” was intended to provide a balanced
team that would offer control and experience
with great strength up front. Robertsen has
thus overcome the back and knee problems that
had kept him out of the spring tests and all but
the final two of the local build-up games. David
Speirs, a late inclusion when Mark Cardinal
withdrew injured from the squad, was named
as hooker.
Speirs, like Robertsen, is a player of proven
quality who had been forced to undergo
ligament surgery on both knees in 1989 and
1999, injuries that had apparently ruled out his
World Cup hopes until Cardinal pulled out.
While Wyatt’s injury was a set-back, and a
bitter disappointment to the player who had
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worked so hard to regain
fitness after a shoulder dislocation, it was not
allowed to distract from the job in hand. Scott
Stewart came into the team, and Ennis took over
as captain, as he had done for the final warm-up
games in Vancouver and on the Island.
Little was heard of Fiji’s preparations and what
news did filter down was of an unhappy nature.
They did not like the weather, a mix of sun and
showers, the food or their training facilities and
we were told they had been able to do little or
no scrummaging because of problems with their
scrum machine. The Canadian model was not
much better but that did not prevent some lively
practice sessions on the Biarritz club ground.
Game day was wet and windy. Coach Ian
Birtwell and manager Mike Luke had no
complaints but the Fijians must have sensed
impending doom when they arrived at the
Bayonne ground to find the wind and rain
slanting down from leaden skies. It was just what
they had feared most, conditions tailor-made
for a Canadian team well used to the liquid
sunshine for which British Columbia is famous.
Luke had earlier spoken of a game that “must
be won, not taken by default” and Canada did
just that in most handsome style, coming back
from 3-0 down, after an early drop goal by
outside-half Serevi, to win comfortably enough
by a try and three penalties to a drop goal after
leading 7-3 at the interval.
Fiji, seeded fifth on the basis of their 1987
World Cup showing, found themselves up
against what turned out to be the first of four
superb efforts by the Canadian forwards. They
did well out of touch in the opening stages but
eventually were totally outplayed by Hadley and
Co. With eight forwards averaging 231 lbs., one

of the heaviest packs in the world, Canada had
muscle where it mattered and the Fijians were
worn down and out, often being forced to give
yards at set pieces.
When it came to tackling the Canadian defence
was in a class of its own, frustrating the Fijians
and leaving them to search the record books to
find the last time they had failed to score a single
try in an international game.
The Canadian try was a wonderful effort by all
concerned, by Rees, who scooped up a loose
ball at the tail of a Fijian line-out, by Christian
Stewart and then MacKinnon, who carried play
on, and by the forward effort that retained
possession when MacKinnon was taken down.
All credit too, to the backs, and to Speirs who
contributed a perfect flick on pass, for the
manner in which they then moved the ball wide
to the left.
Wing Steve Gray had Scott Stewart to his right
for a classic return pass but not before Gray
had driven into his opposite number and then
held his footing in a fine display of balance and
determination. Stewart was only yards from
the line and going far too hard for a stretched
defence giving Canada a great try and a onepoint lead.
Rees was unlucky to hit a post with his
conversion but soon kicked the first of three

penalties to provide essential momentum
playing with the wind in the second half. Fiji
contributed to their own downfall through a
lack of discipline and an inability to overcome
the conditions that, of course, were the same for
both teams.
The old fashioned virtues of forward strength
and decisive tackling were the key elements in
this Canadian success, one which came as no
surprise to Wyatt who had forecast a 10-point
win “and you can quote me” hours before
kick-off. It was a result that gave Canada its fifth
straight victory since June of last year and set
the scene for a relaxed move on to Toulouse the
following day with no injury concerns ahead of
the next mid-week match against Romania, who
had lost 30-3 to France in their opener in Beziers
the previous evening.
CANADA: S. Stewart; Palmer, C. Stewart,
Lecky, Gray; Rees, Tynan; Evans, Speirs, Jackart,
Robertsen, Hadley, Charron, MacKinnon, Ennis,
captain.
FIJI: Koroduadua; Seru, Aria, Madruku, Lovo;
Serevi, Tabulutu; Taga, captain, Naivilawasa (rep.
Baleiwai 76 min.), Naituivau, Savai, Domoni,
Kato, Dere, Tawale.
Referee: Kerry Fitzgerald (Australia)

Canada vs Romania - John Graf celebrates.
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CANADA 19 ROMANIA 11 | POOL 4: ROUND 2
Toulouse, October 9: On the day we sensed
it was a truly remarkable achievement and the
passage of time has done nothing to alter that
opinion. Under siege for virtually the entire first
half, Canada roared back to win both the game
and a World Cup quarter-final placing with a
tremendous effort early in the second half, one
that brought two quick tries and a decisive lead.
Delighted with the win over Fiji but determined
to make the most of strength in depth, Canada’s
selection committee made six changes for this
game, in itself a decision that led to questions
from those observers who expect to see a
winning team continue intact, or all but so.
With Mark Wyatt declared fit to resume at
full-back, Scott Stewart was rewarded for his
efforts against Fiji with a place on the left wing
to the exclusion of Steve Gray in a team almost
identical to the one that did so well against the
USA in June.
John Graf was at scrum-half for Chris Tynan,
Karl Svoboda came in to hook for Speirs with
Ron Vanden Brink and Bruce Breen at lock and
flanker instead of Robertsen and Charron.
Commented team manager Mike Luke: “As you
can see we have made certain adjustments in
light of what we know about Romania and the
style of rugby we plan to play on Wednesday.”
The pack was again significantly bigger and it
was noted that Gareth Rees, at 210 lbs., was
heavier than two of the Romanian forwards and
his own hooker.
Encouraged in the days leading up to the
game to find Big Macs available in downtown
Toulouse, the Canadians, probably to their initial
surprise, found Romania was prepared to attack
at every opportunity. For the first half Canada
fought off all that Romania had to offer with Pat
Palmer saving his line on one occasion with a
great cover tackle.
While Canada was composed, even under
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heavy pressure, Romania showed rough
edges with critical passes dropped and wrong
decisions taken, often by Nichitean, their
outside-half. All the first half scoring came in
the last 10 minutes, from a penalty by Wyatt,
his second attempt, and a huge equalizing goal
from half-way by Nichitean after a Canadian lineout infringement.
It was Wyatt who had given the Romanians
the wind in the first half after winning the toss,
and immediately after the break his tactics bore
fruit. Canada resumed with a rush, drove ahead
with strong running by Rees and MacKinnon to
set the scene for a perfectly judged try wide on
the left.
From a scrum Ennis fed Graf and he, in turn,
placed the most precise of left-footed kicks
down the short side. The ball carried almost to
the line and when Romania’s number eight,
Dumitras, fumbled under pressure from Scott
Stewart it was MacKinnon who swept up the ball
for a perfect try that Wyatt could not convert.
Ennis, who was later to recall the game as the
hardest he had played since British Columbia
faced the All Blacks in 1989, had Canada’s
second try, close to the posts, after the pack
had driven the Romanians back over their own
line. This time Wyatt converted and was soon
to stretch the lead to 16-3 with a penalty when
Romania took the scrum down just short of the
line. Later Rees used good scrum possession to
kick a 40-metre drop goal.
Romania bracketed this score with two late
tries, one coming when Breen was still shaken
after taking a hard knock, with the scorers
centre Lungu and wing Sasu. Romania then
had to replace full-back Dumitru, flanker Doja
and prop Leonte while Canada would have had
every reason to send on a replacement for Breen
despite his willingness to continue.

Thus Canada achieved its World Cup goal,
a place in the world’s top eight and the right
to meet either New Zealand or England in the
quarter-finals. Now everything hinged on the
result of the third pool game against France, the
1987 RWC runners-up, in Agen.
Once again Canada’s pack earned high marks
for every phase of its game and, in particular,
for the manner in which it raised its sights
early in the second half. This was the decisive
effort, one that spoke volumes of the forwards’
physical fitness and focus at a time when they
had withstood all that Romania had to offer. In
loose play, Canada excelled with back row giants
Ennis and MacKinnon well supported by Breen,
Hadley and Jackart.

CANADA: Wyatt, captain; Palmer, C. Stewart,
Lecky, S.Stewart; Rees, Graf; Evans, Svoboda,
Jackart, Hadley, Vanden Brink, Breen,
MacKinnon, Ennis.
ROMANIA: Dumitru (rep. Sava 33 mins.);
Sasu, Lungu, Fulina, Racean; Nichitean, Neaga;
Leonte (rep. Vlad 70 mins.), Ion, Stan, Ciorascu,
Cojocariu,Dinu, Doja (rep. Brinza 15 mins.),
Dumitras, captain.
Referee: Sandy MacNeill (Australia)

Glenn Ennis in possession supported by David Speirs (L) & Gord MacKinnon.
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FRANCE 19 CANADA 13 | POOL 4: ROUND 3
Agen, October 13: So near and yet so far.
After Fiji and Romania a victory over host country
France would indeed have been icing on the
cake and would have taken Canada to Paris for a
quarter-final against England, a side that many
respected members of the Canadian team still
believe could have been overcome. Instead
France went to Paris and England won an often
ill-tempered affair to qualify for a Murrayfield
semi-final against Scotland.
In truth the game against France was one
of those “what might have been” encounters
with Canada left to wonder what would have
happened had they opened with the strength
and spirit they brought to the middle stages of
the game. Instead the fire burned weakly in the
opening minutes and France raced to a 9-0 lead,
a formidable advantage in the circumstances.
Then there was the refereeing of Ireland’s Steve
Hilditch, a headmaster who failed to bring the
French class to order. Lifting in the line-out went
unpunished in the most blatant circumstances;
so too did the foul play that took lock John
Robertsen out of the game well before half-time.
And when Canada was pressing at a crucial stage
of the second half, scrum-half Chris Tynan was
called for offside against his opposite number
who had long since picked up the ball at the
heels of the scrum.
The French approach was mean and often ugly
and, on one occasion, hooker Karl Svoboda had
both his contact lenses clawed out in a scrum.
Regardless of the circumstances there is no
excuse for such actions and Hilditch seemed
incapable of dealing with the situation.
Reflecting on a game that France won by two
tries, one converted, and three penalties to a
try, a drop goal and two penalties, John Reason,
of the London Daily Telegraph, wrote: “The
Canadians, intelligently led and prepared, and
mightily served by their forwards, have altered
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the world rankings. This
display confirms their contention that they have
earned the right to graduate from the so-called
emerging group to stand on equal terms with
the powers-that-be.”
It was a magnificent display of full-hearted
rugby by a Canadian team that was in the hunt
until the final quarter and which, to this day, will
be far from satisfied that it was fairly penalized
for short range offside offences, right at the start
and again late in the game.
A crowd of some 15,000, well up from that
recorded at the first two Canadian games, was
on hand for what most Frenchmen saw as a
useful warm-up for the home side. Instead
France, after a confident start had brought a
penalty by outside-half Camberabero and a
try from class left wing Lafond, converted by
Camberabero, found that Canada were not for
the taking after all.
France had gone with the side that crushed
Fiji while Canada had five fresh faces on duty
with Gray back on the left wing, Tom Woods in
the centre for Lecky and Tynan at scrum-half for
Graf. Forward Charron and Robertsen took over
from Vanden Brink and Breen with Vanden Brink
called in as a replacement when Robertsen took
a knee in the back.
Before the interval Wyatt, who was soon to give
way to Scott Stewart with a slight recurrence of
a thigh muscle strain, opened the scoring for
Canada with a penalty and was then up in the
line for a classic try, one of the best in years by a
Canadian team.
Pascal Ondarts, the pugnacious French prop
who was later to feature in a controversial Paris
incident involving himself, French coach Daniel
Dubroca and New Zealand referee David Bishop,
had just been challenged by Canada’s Tynan.
When order was restored, Canada thrust right
through Tynan, Ennis, Palmer and MacKinnon

before sending the ball spinning out to the left
across the backs for Wyatt to claim a try that he
could not convert.
Subsequently Rugby World and Post was to
give Tynan what it dubbed The George Foreman
Award For The Most Promising Fighter, “for
the manner in which he handled heavyweight
Ondarts.”
With just two points between the teams (9-7)
at the interval the game was in the balance.
Canada kept trying but eventually French flair
was rewarded with a try by wing Saint-Andre
before Rees replied with a perfect drop goal
from the 40-metre mark to bring the score to
13-10. Under pressure, Canadian concentration
faltered and Lacroix, who had replaced injured
outside-half Camberabero, sent over two easy
penalties, for offside and a late tackle, before
Rees added a final penalty.
Regardless of the outcome it was a superb
Canadian performance, one that proved beyond
question that Canada had the mental and
physical skills necessary to take on the best in
the world, home or away.
As coach Ian Birtwell said afterwards: “ No
one likes to lose but I am so proud of another

tremendous team effort. That is the key to our
success in the World Cup. No one player is
winning or losing games and we are already
looking forward to meeting the All Blacks.”
He could have added that Canada’s form
against France would inevitably mean that New
Zealand would be gearing up for an effort well
above the level they reached in accounting for
England (18-12), the USA (46-6) and surprisingly
Italy (31-21).
CANADA: Wyatt, captain (rep. S.Stewart 45
mins); Palmer, C.Stewart, Woods, Gray; Rees,
Tynan; Evans, Svoboda, Jackart, Robertsen
(rep. Vanden Brink 25 mins.), Hadley, Charron,
MacKinnon, Ennis.
FRANCE: Blanco, captain; Lafond, Sella, (rep.
Sadourny 50 mins.), Mesnel, Saint-Andre;
Camberabero (rep. Lacroix 40 mins.), Galthie;
Lascube, Marocco, Ondarts, Cadieu, Roumat,
Champ, Cabannes, Benazzi.
Referee: Steve Hilditch (Ireland)

Canada vs France - Chris Tynan, #9, supports his forwards, from left: Al Charron, Dan Jackart, Eddie Evans (passing
ball) & Norm Hadley.
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NEW ZEALAND 29 CANADA 13
QUARTER-FINAL
Lille, October 20: The end of the road.
Canada’s interest in the second Rugby World
Cup came to an abrupt end here but there was
never any cause for despondency. Facing the
defending Cup holders and a team that, while
not of the greatness displayed in 1987, is still
numbered among the best the world, Canada
went out with heads held high.
The first half belonged to New Zealand for they
took the game from Canada after the opening
minutes had placed them under intense
pressure. But where the All Blacks proved so
effective, within the opposition’s 22, Canada
could just not manage a telling thrust when it
was most needed. Later it was a different story
with the second half without question the best
ever played in the history of Canadian rugby.
It saw the forwards tearing into the All Black
pack, eight men determined to give all they had
and more, and winning enough possession,
enough quality ball, to score two late tries
though scrum-half Chris Tynan and flanker Al
Charron. It was enough to earn great credit
for bravery and determination against the
odds but not enough to turn the course of a
game that went to the All Blacks by five tries,
three conversions and a penalty to two tries, a
conversion and a penalty.
Canada, with Wyatt resuming at full-back,
picked Scott Stewart on the right wing rather
than Pat Palmer, who never quite regained his
expected sharpness after his ankle fracture.
Up front Dan Jackart, a prop whose skill and
strength had earned widespread admiration,
was ruled out with a neck muscle problem so
Paul Szabo, whose place he had taken for the
year’s first test against Japan, came in to acquit
himself with great credit. The other changes in
the team that started against France saw Vanden
Brink continuing in the second row and Speirs
back to hook for Svoboda.
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New Zealand had flanker
Paul Henderson for Mark Carter in an otherwise
unchanged pack with Steve Bachop resuming at
scrum-half for Jason Hewitt. With Terry Wright
injured John Timu, normally used as a wing,
was switched to full-back, a position he had last
filled in schoolboy company. It proved to be an
inspired move for Timu ran brilliantly despite
the wet weather conditions, thrilling a crowd of
over 35,00 with a try in each half , both acrobatic
efforts with the defence under great pressure.
Played in almost continuous rain and on a
ground heavy with water – indeed the exhibition
sky divers were slipping and sliding all over
the place long before the start – the game
saw Canada open with great spirit, driving the
All Blacks back at the first maul and quickly
working their way to a scrum at the posts where,
unfortunately, they were penalized by referee
Fred Howard.
That was all New Zealand needed and it was not
long before Timu had gone bouncing over for his
first try, converted with typical assurance from
wide on the right by outside-half Grant Fox.
Centre McCahill and number eight Brooke
helped themselves to simple looking but
brilliantly executed first half tries at close
quarters before the interval with Fox, a master
craftsman when it comes to goal kicking, adding
two conversions and a penalty while Canada
replied through a Wyatt penalty.
At this point Canada’s game improved while
that of the All Blacks went down a notch or three.
As a result it was Canada who dictated terms,
driving the New Zealanders this way and that.
While New Zealand wings John Kirwin and
Timu did score two more tries, neither of them
converted, Canada had two in reply themselves
with Rees adding the second conversion.
They were both huge hearted efforts, by Tynan
and Charron, and owed everything to the quality

of the Canadian forwards’ driving and mauling.
Commented New Zealand captain and lock Gary
Whetton: “After that I rate Canada right up there
with England when it comes to tenacity and
willpower. No one can call them minnows again
for they gave us a really hard time.”
When it was all over the Canadian players,
many of them with their shirts off ready to
exchange with their opponents, lapped the field
to the delight of the big crowd. Said Wyatt: “For
me it means the end of a long career and it was
just a great way to finish. We all wanted to show
our appreciation to the crowd and to the many
Canadians that travelled a long way to support
us here in France.”
For Canadian coach Ian Birtwell, whose
insistence on game plans that would make the
most of the team’s strengths was so much a
part of Canada’s success, it was a disappointing
finish. “Our forward driving was terrific, and you
saw how well it worked in the second half, but
we did not stick to our plan and that was what

decided it in the end.” As Birtwell noted, too
many kicks went astray and the All Blacks were
given too many opportunities to turn defence
into attack.
For all that Canada’s players showed the world,
not once but four times in just over two weeks,
that they have al the ingredients necessary to
challenge the cream of world rugby on level
terms. Now Canada is a top eight rugby nation
and the clock is already running towards an
equal effort in 1995.
CANADA: Wyatt, captain; S.Stewart, C.Stewart,
Woods, Gray; Rees, Tynan; Evans, Speirs, Szabo,
Vanden Brink, Hadley, Charron, MacKinnon,
Ennis.
NEW ZEALAND: Timu; Kirwan, Innes,
MacCahill, Tuigamala; Fox, Bachop; McDowell,
Fitzpatrick, Loe, Jones, G.Whetton, captain,
A.Whetton, Henderson, Brooke.
Referee: Fred Howard (England)

Match Reports by
Peter McMullan
from the National Rugby Post
December 1991/January 1992 issue
Canada vs New Zealand - from left: Al Charron
& Mark Wyatt.
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COMMENTS
A CAMPAIGN LIKE NO OTHER |
Like any personal reflection, this is my
attempt to explore again – some 27 years after
the fact - personal experiences, thoughts,
events, perceptions from Canada’s 1991 Rugby
World Cup campaign, the coming-of-age of a
remarkable group of players on the world stage
of rugby. It’s a chance to reconsider who were
the main actors in the drama that unfolded in
France, what were the key factors that enabled
this group of players from Canada to challenge
some of the best players and teams in the world;
when did this squad suddenly become a very
difficult team to beat, and how did that come
about?
For me, it all began well before 1991, perhaps
even before the first Rugby World Cup in 1987.
The Canadian players of the time showed
strength and skill above their non-existent pay
grade to defeat Tonga handily, but then fell to
defeat late in their two remaining Pool games
against the more seasoned Ireland and Wales.
Hans de Goede’s uncompromising leadership on
the field and Gary Johnson’s role as coach must
surely have set the tone for what was to come
afterwards.
Ian Birtwell and Rod Holloway took over the
coaching reins leading up to the 1991 Rugby
World Cup, during which time there were
wins over the USA and Scotland, and even
more surprising home and away victories over
Argentina, leaving Canada at the top of the
Americas’ Zone. Canada’s opponents reacted to
these defeats with some sense of disbelief and
condescension, as if they were aberrations, but I
perceived them completely differently…..and so
did the coaches and players vying for places in
the squad for the next Rugby World Cup.
Mark Wyatt’s appointment as captain was a
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BY MIKE LUKE, MANAGER

statement about his brand of quiet leadership
of a challenging group of players who had
everything to enable this squad to compete at
the highest levels of the game: big, strong and
skillful forwards up front, exceptional speed and
determination in the back row, half backs who
ranked among the best in the world at the time,
and speed, toughness and skill in the backs.
What defined this squad, however, was their
sense of being on a mission, a common purpose,
founded on the individual and collective
strength of the players in the final selection.
How else to contemplate playing the predictably
unpredictable Fiji first, then the very predictable
and physically oppressive Romanians, followed
by France, who could be expected to be all of the
above. And these were just the Pool games.
Thanks to the generosity of my university
employer, my sabbatical leave became a
personal mission to keep the show on the road
during the months leading up to our departure
for a few days of practice in the United Kingdom,
and then on to southwestern France for our Pool
games, and finally into the quarter-finals in the
northeast of France.
There were many detours along the way
during those final few months of preparation:
kit sponsors came and went, players came
and went, newer players appeared like Gord
MacKinnon and then Christian Stewart, born in
Canada but hardened in South African rugby;
there were my statutory visits to meet other
team managers, visits to the sites of the Pool
games in France and to prospective hotels,
discussions with hoteliers about dietary needs –
not much of which materialized during the event
itself – but, in a way, some degree of adversity
played right into our hands, and the best way to

shut up the naysayers was to challenge them on
the field.
Once in France, a cool, damp evening in
Bayonne surely did not please the Fijians and
our tight defence annoyed and frustrated them;
then Romania’s large, aggressive forwards were
forced to concede a humiliating pushover try in
their defeat in Toulouse; and finally it was on to
face the French in Agen, right in the heartland of
French rugby.
The arrogance of our hosts is famous and the
grudging praise of the French coach after the
match confirmed their discomfort at being held
to a six-point margin. In later life key players
in the Canadian team have confirmed that this
particular match and the second half of the
quarter-final against the All Blacks remain the
stand-out performances of this squad, despite
the fact that both matches ended in defeat.
The results are well known by now, but not
much of the accompanying side shows: the
RFU liaison officer who could not believe that
we made several changes to the team to play
Romania after defeating Fiji; the FFR and IRB
official who had a tantrum when I insisted on
dealing with an injured Canadian player in the
dressing room after the match against France,
probably because he needed a translator for
his post-match speech; the French liaison
officer who simply disappeared on occasions
and seemed more intent on having his own
good time than looking after the needs of our
squad; the lack of travel arrangements for our
squad to get from the southwest of France to the

northeast to play the All Blacks in the quarterfinals; our assignment to a lousy highway motel
outside of Lille while the All Blacks rested in an
upscale hotel downtown, and my challenge to
the Rugby World Cup Tournament Director to do
better or there would be no quarter-final match.
We found our own ways to deal with all of these
issues, and the famous final act of our 1991
Rugby World Cup campaign saw us spend our
last few days of preparation to face the All Blacks
in our own upscale hotel downtown. We knew
that even the All Blacks were concerned about
their upstart opponents from Canada when I
met their coaching staff at a news conference.
Our visit to the Canadian War Cemetery at Vimy
Ridge attracted significant media attention and
galvanized our own troops even more than their
victories in the Pool games.
The quarter-final itself was like two matches in
one: a first half when we looked somewhat out
of our depth, followed by a second half when
we outscored the All Blacks. The players’ lap of
honour to a standing ovation was a fitting tribute
to a job well done by players and coaches.
And I still think that if we had beaten France
in the final Pool game and then played England
in Paris instead of the All Blacks in Lille, Canada
would have been in the semi-finals of the Rugby
World Cup of 1991.
Since that time we have lost one of our own
teammates, but he and the other members of
this squad will come together to celebrate, one
more time, a campaign that was like no other...
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REFLECTIONS ON A JOB WELL DONE |
Many advantages to Canada at the ’91 Rugby
World Cup occurred because of the strong playing
base and excellent team spirit. Because most of
the players resided in B.C. and had often played
together or against each other for a number of
years at the sub-union, provincial and national
levels, positive team dynamics developed and the
collective desire to do well. Although there was
the usual 50% player turnover between World
Cups, the 1989 B.C. Rugby Centenary schedule
and their United Kingdom tour greatly assisted
in the team building process. The rugby “system”
that worked in the 80’s to mid-90’s relied upon
thoroughly-competitive club, city, province,
and national programs for administrators and
players. This enabled the emergence of the elite
via domestic competition, and upon wiselychosen international games and development
tours. The player base was very strong, and
highly committed. The players were strong, and
fit having been on a competitive testing regime
for two years before the 91 World Cup, and we
benefited from this.
Canada was a relatively unknown but emerging
commodity on the world rugby scene in the
late 1980’s and early 90’s and I think the major
rugby-playing nations did not always recognize
this. Our players were very good athletes, lacking
perhaps in game experience in the larger arenas
of international rugby, and hence in confidence
when playing “the best”.
The 1991 World Cup coaching team of myself
and Rod Holloway had worked together for a
number of years and approached the game with
compatible perspectives. Mike Luke, a French
language professor was the appropriate manager
for the stay in France. Our players’ continued
health and performance relied upon the skills of
Bill Treloar (physiotherapy) and Dr. Mike Bassett.
We had a large pack – our props were about
225 to 235 lbs. and, contrary to popular belief,
they were athletic and could run! Our pack was
physical, cohesive, skillful and willing to stand
up to the best and roughest: they would not be
intimidated and feared nobody. Number-eight
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BY IAN BIRTWELL, COACH

Glenn Ennis, the leader of the forwards, was an
uncompromising excellent athlete, who teamed
up with other hard-nosed players to make a
magnificent back row. The engine room was
solidified around Norm Hadley, sadly no longer
with us. Allied to that was a back line with the
same attributes that set the attacking platform
and capitalized on their opportunities. An
appropriate link between the robust pack and
the talented back line were uncompromising and
skilled scrum-halves who provided inspiration
and solid leadership.
Mark Wyatt the captain at full-back was a big
game player, who, unfortunately, did not play in
all the games because of injury: he was a great
spokesperson for the team and ambassador for
Canada and rugby. The players were on a roll
going into the World Cup having collected some
worthy international scalps, including those of
Argentina twice and Scotland, and the challenge
was to retain that momentum. The stage was set
for the next acts.
The basic style of team play relied upon mobility
of all players and excellent ball retention - facets
of our game that the players were exceptionally
good at, and which facilitated a change in style
in the ‘95 World Cup. These team attributes
permitted mid-field attacking platforms to be
set up by the backs from which the back row and
other forwards would rock and roll and provide
more attacking opportunities for all: the team
was able to develop a great asset of strategic
flexibility. The opposition of course did not see
things the same way!
Our preparation going into World Cup ‘91 was
the best we had had to that time. That is, we were
able to train together for a protracted period something extraordinary for Canada. So we went
into the games in France with good spirits but
had to create simple understandable game plans
to defeat the opposition about whom we knew
relatively little.
Against Fiji we provided a blanket defense
against a group of counter-attacking wizards.
Who cannot forget the first try, by full-back Scott

Stewart, after some magnificent play from a lineout, a mid-field ruck and blind-side attack where
hooker Dave Speirs passed the ball under acute
pressure to wing Steve Gray who in turn passed to
Stewart after staying on his feet in a major tackle
on the goal line. The tighter play of Canada then
held off the Fijians.
Romania were huge up front. We matched them
as best we could and endeavored to play the ball
wider from set piece play. We scored from a set
play at a scrum, and a pushover try demonstrated
the power and cohesion of the pack and the
attacking platform they created. The lineout,
however, was always problematic.
With two games under the belt the next was
France at Agen, a privilege and a magnificent
experience to play in such a great place against
such talented opposition. The tensions rose in
the camp prior to that game and all wanted to
play. Selection was as difficult as always and
frustrations were vented on the practice fields.
Perhaps that sharpened the lads for the event to
come. Selection was always a difficult issue to
deal with, and one can readily sympathize with
those who make the squad but not the field
of play.
I was dismayed at the try that France scored
within five minutes of the start for it included two
dummy passes. Before the players went out onto
the pitch I reiterated that “no dummies” were to
be taken. I thought we were in for a rough time.
Actually, we were, but in a different way. From foul
play we lost talented lock John Robertsen with
three cracked transverse processes on his lumbar
vertebrae in the first half, then encountered a
battle when prop Pascal Ondarts mugged Tynan
without provocation and, inexplicably, was
permitted to stay in the game. A great retaliatory
team try from a planned move followed.
We lost by six points but weathered well and
went to uncharted territory.
An emotional trip to Vimy Ridge and the laying
of a wreath in memory of Canadians who died
on foreign soil further galvanized the squad and
we went to Lille to take on New Zealand - in the

cold shallow swimming pool of a pitch. Canada
gained respect and admiration thorough battles
fought on France’s soil, and in ‘91 achieved rugby
prowess.
Despite the build-up to the quarter-final game
and the confidence it gave us we did not open
well, and a first half deficit revealed an obvious
gap between the nations. However, the second
half was a different story and Canada drove
relentlessly at the New Zealand team earning a
couple of well-deserved tries and winning praise
from all – a magnificent effort.
The victory lap after the game was a lap of
glory for the players, and the whole squad.
They deserved it and we were all proud having
achieved a new world level for the amateur
Canadians. The experience was incredible, the
new emotional highs exhilarating, but then we
had to go home.
On reflection we did very well, but with better
preparation and more “high-level” games I
think we would have had better psychological
preparation, and we may have gone further. It
is also tempting to speculate what would have
happened had we beaten France and then
competed in a different quarter-final game.
From a coaching perspective I was satisfied with
the game plans and the games we played. I was
immensely proud of the squad, their skill level,
camaraderie, uncompromising tough attitude
and indomitable spirit.
The 1991 World Cup squad set a marker
on the world stage for Canadian rugby and
despite inevitable changes in players they
subsequently remained competitive in
international competition over a number of
years and were victorious in many encounters.
Wins over England, France, and Wales were
notable achievements - fitting tributes and the
accrual of benefits from a fine competitive player
development program in this country and a proud
legacy for all involved, especially those of the
“class” of ’91.
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THIS WAS SOMETHING SPECIAL |
During this year’s Vancouver Sevens in March,
and with most of the 1991 World Cup squad
present, we gathered below gate 213 at BC Place,
waiting to be ushered onto the field for a moment
of recognition. While waiting, I uncomfortably
shifted on the spot wondering what notice, if any,
had been given to an achievement that took place
nearly 30 years ago. Yes, 30 years ago.
Since the announcement that our team’s
accomplishments were to be forever etched into
BC sporting legacy through the BC Sports Hall of
Fame Induction, on some level I struggled with
the notion that a team finishing 8th (which may
have not been accurate as I believe we were better
than Scotland and others) was worthy of such
public notoriety.
Directed to the sideline, we took our place and
as the announcer began to address the crowd,
and the jumbotron played out highlights of the
campaign (All Blacks), I had anticipated we may
go largely unnoticed by a crowd that was still
recovering from the previous day’s festivities. As
both the announcer and video continued, a hush
fell over the crowd, and then almost on cue but
without provocation, they all stood and continued
to clap. A standing ovation. A lump raised in my
throat as they continued to stand and applaud
– in speaking with others, they felt the same.
Clearly, what we had achieved was understood,
recognized, and appreciated – we had done
something special.
Tracing the path to the quarter-final and ultimate
recognition to a respected time and place, worthy
of recognition and appreciation, is the work of
Jono (Gary Johnson). An uncompromising figure
who could be polarizing, he was the right man
at the right time. The early to mid-eighties were
dark times and although there were flashes of
promise, they were fleeting. It appeared we were
a nation prepared to accept our lot as an also-ran,
preferring to rely on foreigners, and bend to the
will of what the rugby world believed us to be.
Rather than challenge the status quo, fawning
behaviour to willing and accepting rugby royalty
ruled the day.
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BY MARK WYATT, CAPTAIN

The lead up to the inaugural World Cup had
set a new standard of expectation not only for
deliverables, but how we were to view ourselves
within the context of the Establishment.
Following the 1987 World Cup, that produced
considerable promise, Jono embarked to have
all national players located on the west coast.
His rationale – have the best play and train
together. With a few notable exceptions, this was
achieved – for the most part the best were playing
and training against one another regularly.
The pool of players was deep and it was highly
competitive, and the talented core of this group
would remain intact for years. 1988 brought the
rugby bicentenary to BC. With it came, the All
Blacks, Japan, Australia, and Scotland. It also saw
the emergence of Ian Birtwell. While Birt may
have been a benefactor of Jono’s pragmaticism,
drive, and uncompromising attitude, Ian brought
a game style that was unique in terms of construct
and approach. Analysis, communication and
multi-layered game plans individually tailored to
each opponent brought more of an intellectual
understanding of our own strengths and
weaknesses, and those of our opposition.
Thus, Canada’s achievements at World Cup 1991
were a result of a timely convergence of variables
that built on one another. It should be noted that
during that time the CANZ series played a massive
role exposing players to top level competition,
Ireland beat Canada on the last play of the game
in Victoria, Scotland had been beaten by BC and
we thumped the Yanks annually (we are not going
to talk about Seattle). Our next step was World
Cup 1991 qualification.
I was not concerned about the US and really did
not perceive them as a legitimate threat to our
goals – I held a healthy measure of contempt and
I am not sure where it was rooted, but I know it
was universally shared – probably a big brother
thing – who knows? The Pumas on the other
hand were different. The game in Vancouver
reinforced the belief that we could compete at
the top level. While the victory is noteworthy in
what it represented, it was memorable for the

return of the venerable Ro Hindson, who at 37
years of age, and not having played competitive
rugby for a couple of years, rose to the challenge
and delivered a performance for the ages. The
postscript reports and commentary were littered
with the usual patronizing articles that focused
on the demise of the Argentinian program, a
call for the return of Hugo Porta, and a tacit
acknowledgement that Canada had some good
players and played well. As a team, you could
feel this underlying but very palpable sense of
“fuck you” - we are here and eventually you will
take notice. We were becoming indifferent and
disappearing were the behaviours and overriding
sentiment that we did not belong. A comfortable
win in Buenos Aires did little to raise our profile
even though few established nations were
capable of beating the Pumas on home soil. We
were through and deservedly so.
A resounding thrashing of Japan, the first in our
history, and a systematic dismantling of Scotland
reinforced our contempt for all those who stood
in our way, but did little to sway the opinions
of those who believed we were a somewhat
interesting subtext to the main event.
So off we went. It would be prudent to point
out that our touring party consisting of 26
players, had left behind another full squad of
candidates capable of competing at that level.
Such was the depth at that time, and such was
the corresponding level of disappoint of those
who remained. Sport can be richly rewarding,
and cruelly unforgiving. While never publicly
acknowledged but universally understood and
appreciated, were the efforts of teammates
who were injured, or saw little or no game time
– your sacrifice to the common goal did not go
unnoticed, or unappreciated – tip of the hat.
With respect to this team, the whole was more
than the sum of its parts. While this axiom may
come across as cliché, it still rings true. The likes
of Luke, Holloway, Treloar, Bassett, served to
round out this very colourful contingent and their
contributions served to make this campaign much
more memorable. Peter McMullan, through

the stroke of your pen, thank you for pushing
our cause into the conscience of the objectors.
Bayonne called and Fiji were waiting.
Well-prepared and hoping for rain, erroneous
assumptions were made that Fiji would suffer in
wet conditions. Anyone who has played against
Fiji in sevens understands that conditions are
irrelevant when it comes to their audacity and
skill with ball in hand. What they require is
opportunity and momentum. The evening was
damp and cool, and we were well aware of the
implications of this match. Due to an unfortunate
slip, I found myself in the press box. When
asked about the outcome, I stated (and was
quoted) that we would win by ten points. True
to form, we delivered. Fiji was neither offered
opportunity, nor momentum – they were ordinary
and we made them look that way. Our defensive
structure and ability to deny them possession
led to a clinical result where we played the
better rugby. Win one, and a step closer to the
objective. In spite of the result, we continued to
be marginalized and I recall getting in the grill of
a British columnist that suggested we had played
a weakened Fiji team, and were in the easiest
pool. For most of the tour, until after French
game, similar interviews took place and my tone
was consistent with the overall demeanour of the
group – a defiant and under the breath - fuck you.
Romania was our ticket through. This was an
opponent we understood. Big, conventional,
skilled, and disciplined. At moments we lost
shape and allowed them to score. In spite of this,
and to a man, I don’t believe any of us were under
threat of losing. Into the second half I vividly
recall, with points on the board, we were awarded
consecutive and kickable penalties within 10
meters. We were grinding them down up front,
we knew it, they knew it. The easy option would
have been to take the 3, and allow our front row to
recover. A quick conversation with the pack led to
informing a surprised referee that we would take
the set. And the dismantling of their forwards
continued– it was impressive. It also served as a
catalyst that reinforced what we knew – our pack
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was big, formidable, and uncompromising. This
would shape our next two matches and be the
defining element of the campaign. We had some
exceptional players from 9 to 15, but even they
would agree - this team was defined by the boys
up front. A final whistle brought elation, but no
surprise. We were through to the quarter-finals
with one pool match remaining.
The French. Our biggest test in years, and on
French soil. Anyone who has played in France or
been involved in French rugby will acknowledge
that a French team, at home, is a real test – not
to mention during a World Cup. Luke was kept
very busy and in his own polite but firm manner
was attempting to affect a message of warning
to the French media. By and large, the French
public and press were looking well beyond to
the quarter-finals. While treating us with at least
a modicum of respect – it still felt patronizing.
Training sessions ramped up and were highly
charged affairs as competition for spots was
fierce. One session became so testy, the coaches
rightfully called it off for fear teammates would
turn on one another.
After years of competition at a variety of
levels, more than any other - I struggle with this
outcome. It was an opportunity that we let slip
away. I am not sure this sentiment is shared. We
had them. They were rattled and were resorting
to tactics that were common primarily to the
French – close quarter and concealed thuggery.
We would not step down and they understood.
Tynan chasing Ondarts is still etched as a favourite
memory, as were the multiple times we witnessed
wave after wave of crimson jerseys tear into
them. As only French can, a couple of momentary
defensive lapses provided opportunity for them
to seemingly glide in for unearned scores. After
Karl’s eye gouge incident I recall the discussion
with the focus and understanding that we had
them on the ropes and the next five minutes
would determine the outcome of the game.
Under extreme pressure we drove the French
backward, and in middle of a full retreat and
sloppy uncontrolled possession, they popped
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through a gap - off to score. Credit to them – they
did what was required. Outside France, they
were somewhat vilified for their tactics. For us,
credibility and recognition were hard-earned
and rightful rewards. While the struggles with
French we could overcome, the struggles with
the refereeing were more problematic. Quickly
learned, as new comers to this arena, we did not
receive a fair shake and the benefit of the doubt
or burden of proof was stacked against us. The
balance of power rested with the established
nations. Referees calling opposition players by
their first names, and us by either “Canada” or
“red”, cemented what was clear to us. However, at
the end of it all, and finger pointing aside, it was
opportunity lost.
Vimy. This section in its own right could occupy
several pages. Unless you had already ventured
(which every Canadian is obliged to do), there is
nothing that could adequately prepare you for
the visual and emotional impact of standing on
the wind swept Hill 145, weaving through deep
trenches, and rows upon rows of stark white
headstones with Canadian maple leaves as their
centrepiece. There were tour party members
whose families were directly impacted and their
personal acknowledgements were honoured,
and for the rest of the group, all were touched
by the sheer magnitude of what was achieved,
the unachievable, where others had failed,
where Canadians succeeded. The sacrifice was
not missed. This touched the entire touring
party and was inescapably obvious by the silent
reflection on the bus ride back to the hotel. Little
was said, much was understood. It would be
exceedingly cavalier and unfair to those who had
fallen at Vimy, to draw parallels between those
achievements against insurmountable odds, to
our impending quarter-final against the All Blacks
– defending World Champions. Yet, for us, we felt
a connection.
This was a match of two halves. The conditions
were the worst encountered and the style of play
was pre-determined. This was to be another
battle upfront. The first half saw us leave at

least six points unaccounted as we were unable
to convert when within meters of the All Black
line. During that interval, they scored twice
from set scrum moves, not a breakdown in
open play. Such were the subtle differences
that separated us. Territorially, the match was
even. In the second half, we had the edge and
in typical fashion we began to break them down
with sustained pressure. As we discovered
during the French game, the referees were not
interested in an impending shift in power within
the established circle. Referring to players such
as Zinzan Brooke as “Zinny”, the referee did little
to instill any faith in receiving a fair shake. As I
review tapes, it is clear that calls (especially in
lineouts) went inexplicably against us, denying
earned territory and the ability to generate
momentum. While I don’t believe that either
outcome (France, NZ) was ultimately at the hands
of the referees, it did have an impact. Two tries
in the second half brought the score line closer
and more reflective of our performance. The lap
of honour brought the French crowd to their feet,
and to the skeptics, a sharpened focus on Canada.
We had arrived.
While playing on the Continent (not in the UK),
and with Samoa’s exceptional run, our story line
was a little muted. That said, our achievements
sent a legitimate message, Canada can compete
and win against the best in the world. At last,
recognition for what we already knew, but the rest
of the world was not really prepared to accept.
As the tournament wound down, writers across
the globe and upon reflection, began to sing our
praises. Players such as Hadley, Jackart, and
MacKinnon had been singled out and received
global recognition through their selection to the
World XV team. Ennis and Charron were also
listed as top players in their positions. I may
have missed someone – apologies. However,
this squad and its accomplishments were not
about individual achievements or recognition.
This group was exceptional on many levels, but
I can say that of all the teams I ever played for,
none were as committed to playing with and for
one another. Furthermore, there was a defiant
and uncompromising attitude that permeated

through the group and this would serve as the
benchmark on how we were to be viewed and
how we viewed ourselves. Much of this team
moved on to storied professional and National
team careers. We had put Canada on the map.
Norm. Massive in terms of presence and
intellect. Armed with a quick tongue and nimble
mind, accompanied with an imposing presence,
he stood apart. He remains a transcendent figure,
complex in many ways. His impact to the team
and on those closest to him has not been missed.
His legacy is part of who we were – he has not
been forgotten. Here’s to you Normy.
May 31 will be a date that we, the World Cup
1991 team, will receive recognition for achieving
what no team has done since. Colin Brown,
your endorsement and efforts have not gone
unnoticed. So as we left the field to a standing
ovation in March, I concluded that we had not
been forgotten and the achievements remain a
highlight, and will be for the foreseeable future.
We earned it, and it was special.
God Speed – M. Wyatt

B.C. RUGBY IN THE SPORTS HALL OF FAME
Rugby is well represented in the B.C. Sports Hall
of Fame with a number of well-known individuals
being inducted in both the Athlete and Builder
categories over the years.
1967
1967
1975
1977
1998
2000
2007
2008
2013
2010
2017

Douglas (Buzz) Moore, athlete & builder
Reginald Woodward, athlete & builder
Bob Spray, builder
Jack Bain, builder
Barrie Burnham, athlete
Don Burgess, builder
Hans De Goede, athlete
Gareth Rees, athlete
Ro Hindson, athlete
Spence McTavish, athlete
Mark Wyatt, athlete
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CANADA’S 1991 RUGBY WORLD CUP SQUAD
with Windsor Castle in the background

